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Abstract A collage is a composite artwork made
from the spatial layout of multiple pictures on a
canvas, collected from the Internet or user photographs.
Collages, usually made by skilled artists, involve a
complex manual process, especially when searching for
component pictures and adjusting their spatial layout
to meet artistic requirements. In this paper, we present
a visual perception driven method for automatically
synthesizing visually pleasing collages. Unlike previous
works, we focus on how to design a collage layout
which not only provides easy access to the theme of
the overall image, but also conforms to human visual
perception. To achieve this goal, we formulate the
generation of collages as a mapping problem: given
a canvas image, first, compute a saliency map for it
and a vector field for each sub-region of it. Second,
using a divide-and-conquer strategy, generate a series
of patch sets from the canvas image, where the salient
map and the vector field are used to determine each
patch’s size and direction respectively. Third, construct
a Gestalt-based energy function to choose the most
visually pleasing and orderly patch set as the final
layout. Finally, using a semantic-color metric, map the
picture set to the patch set to generate the final collage.
Extensive experimental and user study results show
that this method can generate visual pleasing collages.

Keywords collage; gestalt psychology; saliency map;
layout optimization; human visual perception

1 Introduction
A collage (see Fig. 1) is a composite artwork made
from the spatial layout of multiple pictures on a
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canvas, which are collected from the Internet or
user photographs. Given a canvas and a set of
picture elements, this art form can flexibly assign
each element to an appropriate position and size
on the canvas, thus creating strong interest and
visual appeal. Therefore, it is widely used in design,
advertising, rich media creation, and many other
decorative illustrations.

However, the manual creation of collages usually
requires strong design experience (see Fig. 1) and
involves an extensive, tedious process, especially when
searching for appropriate pictures and creating a
visual appealing layout. Automatic collage synthesis
methods also exist, which can be divided into three
categories in our experience: (i) traditional collage
methods [1–8], focusing on creating a visual and
informative summary of a given image set, (ii)
picture mosaic methods [9–11], composing multiple
sub-pictures to realize a visual simulation of a
source image, and (iii) photo montage methods
[12, 13], synthesizing a new image from several
photographs by cutting, gluing, rearranging, and
overlapping operations. However, all of these

Fig. 1 Collages.
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works fail to take human visual perception into
consideration, which our method does. Specifically,
compared to previous works, we consider two visual
perception mechanisms, the Gestalt principle and
visual attention, to ensure that the synthesized
collage layout sufficiently conforms to human visual
perception. Although some works [1–3, 8] use a
visual attention mechanism to extract salient regions
of the sub-images to preserve richer information in
the collages, they do not use it to ensure thematic
relevance between the collage and the canvas image
as we do.

Gestalt psychology principles reflect the strategies
used by the human visual system to group objects
into forms and create internal representations for
them. Whenever groups of visual elements have
one or several characteristics in common, they are
combined to form a new larger visual object [14]. In
computer vision and graphics, Gestalt principles have
been applied in various ways, e.g., to image or scene
abstraction [15, 16], and line or pattern grouping [17–
19]. In this paper, we design a Gestalt-based energy
function to guide the layout optimization process,
which can ensure that the generated patch set is
organized in a more reasonable and visual pleasing
way. To the best of our knowledge, this method is
the first attempt to apply Gestalt principles to the
creation of collages.

Our method proceeds as follows: given a canvas
image and a set of pictures, we first compute a saliency
map for the canvas and a vector field for each of its
sub-regions. Secondly, for each region, using the
streamlines of the vector field, we adopt a divide-and-
conquer strategy to generate several patch sets and
use the salience of the location of each patch to control
its size. Finally, we use our Gestalt-based energy
function to achieve the most visually pleasing and
orderly layout, with a novel semantic-color similarity
metric to automatically map pictures into patches to
generate the final collage.

We have conducted a variety of comparative
experiments and user studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of this method.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. A novel system for generating collages. To the best

of our knowledge, our method is the first attempt
to apply both Gestalt principles and image salience
to ensure that the generated collages conform to
human visual perception.

2. A novel semantic-color similarity metric to search
for suitable pictures jointly considering high-level
semantics and low-level color features. To compute
the salient map of the canvas, we build an eye
movement based visual attention model.

2 Related work
In recent years, many researchers have studied the
computer aided design of collages in different contexts.
Most focus on creating a visual and informative
image summary from a given set of pictures [1–
4, 8, 10]. Wang et al. [1] first presented a Bayesian
framework to automatically create collages, where
the Markov chain Monte Carlo method was used
to optimize image arrangement. However, their
work does not support layout in arbitrary shapes.
Following their work, considering both semantic and
visual factors, Battiato et al. [2] designed a self-
adaptive image cropping algorithm and used a genetic
algorithm to generate the image layout. In addition,
Yu et al. [3] developed a collage system with a
circle packing method. Furthermore, Liu et al. [8]
introduced content correlation between pictures to
ensure appropriate proximity, and extracted salient
regions of pictures to make full use of the canvas
space. Sharing similar ideas, we also consider these
two factors to guide the element layout. However,
unlike them, we compute the semantic relevance
between canvas and pictures, not between pictures,
and we generate the saliency map from the canvas, not
from the picture elements. Furthermore, the above
works only adopt simple shapes, such as a rectangle,
circle, or rhombus as the layout canvas, and focus
on creating a visual and informative summary from
the given image set, to provide a quick and efficient
way to browse the image set. Instead, we allow an
arbitrary image as the canvas and aim to synthesize
a collage which not only conveys the semantic and
visual features of the canvas, but also conforms to
human visual perception.

Photo montage pioneers another style of collage,
where the result is synthesized from two or
more images by cutting, gluing, rearranging, and
overlapping operations [12, 13]. Goferman et al. [12]
presented a framework to produce an informative and
pretty photo montage by exactly cutting interesting
regions of images in a puzzle-like manner. Huang et al.
[13] created an Arcimboldo-like collage from cutouts
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of multiple Internet images. They first used a mean
shift clustering approach to automatically segment
the input image into patches, and then selected
a cutout for each patch with a component-aware
cutout matching method. Finally, they assembled
these cutouts with affine transformations. To some
extent, the generative part of our work is similar,
because we both aim to find a suitable picture for
each patch using a similarity metric. However, their
work mainly considers color and shape similarities,
while our work adopts a semantic-color metric to
select suitable pictures automatically.

Besides photo montage, picture mosaicing [9–11]
is also another way of synthesising collages. A
source image is periodically divided into tiled sections
(usually of equal size) and each section is replaced
with one matching photograph. In the work of jigsaw
image mosaics [9], Kim and Pellacini divided the given
canvas image into several arbitrary-shaped tiles as
compactly as possible and optionally deformed them
slightly to achieve a more visually pleasing effect.
Unlike their method, we use the saliency map to
search for more variable-sized patches and generate

the final layout in a discrete way. Most importantly,
we introduce Gestalt principles to optimize the layout
to achieve a result more consistent with human visual
perception.

3 Method
3.1 Overview
An overview of our collage generation method is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Our system takes a canvas
image and a set of pictures as input, and outputs
a synthesized collage. First, we compute a saliency
map for the canvas and a smooth vector field for
each sub-region of the canvas. Then, along the vector
field, we partition each region into a patch set with a
divide-and-conquer strategy, using the saliency map to
control the patch size. Additionally, by adjusting the
control parameters, we may obtain a series of patch
sets for each region. Next, by minimizing a Gestalt-
based energy function, we determine the most visually
pleasing and orderly patch set for the layout. Finally,
using a semantic-color similarity metric, we map the
pictures to the patches to produce the final collage.

Fig. 2 Overview. Given a canvas image (1, above), we first generate a vector field and a saliency map (1, below). Next, we adopt a divide and
conquer strategy to obtain a series of patch sets along the vector field; each patch’s size is controlled by the salience of its location. Then, based
on Gestalt principles (2, above), we use an energy function to choose the best patch set (2, below). Finally, using a semantic-color similarity
metric, we map the picture set to the patch set to generate the final collage (3, below).
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3.2 Vector fields
The first step of our method is to design a desirable
vector field for each sub-region of the canvas, which is
used to guide the direction of the pictures. The vector
field should preserve both the regional and textural
features of the canvas. We calculate the vector field
using the following steps: first, we decompose the
canvas into several regions based on an edge detection
algorithm. Then, we apply Delaunay triangulation
to further divide each region into a triangular mesh.
Finally, we interactively set heat source points in the
mesh and record the heat diffusion direction in each
triangle as the direction of the vector field. Then we
sample a series of streamlines from the vector field
to guide patch directions during layout.

3.3 Saliency map
Before partitioning each region, we need to compute
a saliency map for the canvas, which will be used
to decide where to place bigger or smaller patches.
The saliency map measures the likelihood that each
position in the canvas attracts the attention of a
human observer.

Inspired by Judd et al. [20], we design an eye
movement based visual attention model to obtain
the saliency map. Specifically, we adopt the MIT
saliency database [21] as training data. The database
contains a source image set; each source image has
one set of corresponding eye movement data. Since
the original eye movement data is represented as a
series of discrete eye movement points on the map, we
perform Gaussian convolution on them to generate
a continuous saliency map and label the obtained
maps as the training ground truth. Additionally,
we also extract a series of feature maps for each
source image, including facial and low-level features.
The training steps are as follows: first, select 100
pictures from the database and further divide them
into two parts, training set (90%) and test set (10%).
Second, obtain samples from the selected images.
Specifically, we extract 100 positive samples and 100
negative samples from the top 30% and bottom 50%
salient areas of each image respectively, with 20,000
samples in total. Third, we compute the sample
feature. In particular, for each sample, we extract
the gray pixel values of its location in the feature
maps and combine the extracted values into a feature
vector. Finally, using the samples, we train a linear

support vector machines (SVM) as a practical model.
In the forecasting process, we extract the same feature
maps from the given canvas and utilize the trained
visual attention model to calculate its saliency map.

3.4 Patch sets
After obtaining the streamlines and the saliency map,
we search for a patch set for each region. Region
partition is a classical problem, where a set of patches
of the same or differing sizes are arranged into the
given region. In our case, each patch is treated as a
square, whose size is decided by the region area and
its location’s salience.
3.4.1 Problem formulation
Given a region Ω ∈ R2 and n streamlines SL =
{sli}n

i=1, the region partition problem in our case is
to compute a best configuration for all the patches
P = {pj}m

j=1 encompassed in Ω. Furthermore,
we must ensure that there is no overlap between
patches and the patches are arranged based on the
streamlines. In addition, we introduce a coverage rate
τ to ensure that all patches approximately cover the
whole region. Specifically, region partition is defined
by the following optimization problem:

Maximize
m∑

j=1
Area(pj) � τArea(Ω)

Subject
{

pi ⊆ Ω, i ∈ 1, . . . , m

pi
⋂

pj = ∅, i, j ∈ 1, . . . , m, i �= j

(1)

The arrangement of a patch set P = {pj}m
j=1 in

R2 is represented by a configuration C(L, D, S) =
{(l1, ., lm), (d1, ., dm), (s1, ., sm)}, where lj , dj , and
sj are the location, direction, and size of the jth
patch pj , respectively. If all patches satisfy the two
constraints in Eq. (1), we say that the configuration
is valid. Note that each patch is a closed square
and thus the patch’s area in the first constraint may
be calculated based on its size. The inclusion and
intersection relations in the second constraint are
computed pixelwise.
3.4.2 Finding patches
As mentioned above, we need to arrange the patches
along the streamlines, so we traverse the streamlines
one by one. In addition, we use a top–down search
strategy to maximize the size of patches and minimize
the number of patches, which also accelerates the
search process. We first consider the patch with the
biggest size as cover for the region. If no patch is
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found, we decrease the patch size by half and search
again. This operation is performed repeatedly until
the constraints in Eq. (1) are met.

The above algorithm can obtain a patch set that
covers the region with a desired cover rate. However,
it may not satisfy the requirement that the patch’s
size matches its location’s salience: based on the
saliency map, a large-sized patch should be placed in
a position with higher salience, and vice versa. Thus,
we use a lightness threshold ξ(s) to decide whether a
patch with a certain size s can be placed in a position.
The lightness threshold ξ(s) is defined as

ξ(s) = lightnessmax − λ log2
sizemax

s
(2)

where λ is a relaxation factor, which can be adjusted
to obtain different lightness thresholds. After finding
a patch, we first calculate the average lightness of all
pixels in the patch. If the average lightness is greater
than the lightness threshold, we think the patch is
valid and add it to the patch set P . Otherwise, we
abandon the patch and search for a new one along
the streamline.

However, a patch obtained by the above strategy
may appear to be somewhat visually disordered,
because it may intersect visually with an adjacent
patch of the same size, coming from other streamlines:
see the blue circle in Fig. 3(b). To solve this problem,
we selectively traverse the streamlines. The selection

Fig. 3 Divide-and-conquer strategy. (a) Vector field. Red arrows:
direction of the vector field. Blue circles: heat source points. (b)
Result without divide-and-conquer strategy. (c) Result with divide-
and-conquer strategy.

criterion is based on whether more than one patch is
found in the current streamline. If so, we divide other
streamlines into two sets, namely, the streamlines
inside (1) and outside (2) the region surrounded
by the extended line of the found patches. Then,
we search for patches with half the size along the
first set of streamlines, and search for patches with
the same size along the second set of streamlines.
This divide-and-conquer strategy may be detailed as
follows:
1. Sequentially choose a streamline sli in the set of

streamlines SL.
2. Traverse the current streamline sli. If two points

slj
i and slk

i are found meeting ‖slj
i , slk

i ‖ = s(1 �
j < k � N), construct a square patch p and use
the line from slj

i to slk
i as the center line of the

patch. Then, go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 5.
3. If p in Ω and p

⋂
P = ∅, calculate the average

lightness l of patch p and go to step 4. Otherwise,
go to step 2.

4. If l � ξ(s), add p to P and update C and go to
step 5. Otherwise, go to step 2.

5. If
∑m

j=1 Area(pj) � τArea(Ω), go to step 8.
Otherwise, go to step 6.

6. If streamline sli has more than one patch, divide
the streamlines into two sets SL1 and SL2. SL1

is inside the region surrounded by the extended
line of the found patches, and SL2 is outside the
region. Go to step 7. Otherwise, go to step 1.

7. Set patch size s/2 for SL1 and s for SL2. Go to
step 1.

8. Return P and C.

3.5 Modeling Gestalt principles
With the divide-and-conquer algorithm and the
saliency map, we obtain a good patch set which
approximately covers the whole region. However,
due to the complexity of the vector field and the
uncertainty of the distribution of different saliency
maps, if using a fixed lightness threshold, the visual
effect of the patch set may be chaotic. Gestalt
psychology principles reflect the strategies of the
human visual system used to group objects into
forms and create internal representations for them.
Whenever groups of visual elements have one or
several characteristics in common, they are combined
to form a new larger visual object [14]. Thus, we
use Gestalt principles to measure the degree to which
a patch set meets the expectations of human visual
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perception. Specifically, we choose to apply four
Gestalt principles to synthesize a collage: proximity,
similarity, closure, and regularity. They are defined
as follows:
1. Proximity: the proximity principle (see Fig. 4(a))

states that when an individual perceives an
assortment of objects, those objects close to each
other are usually perceived as a group. We measure
proximity between two patches pi and pj as

Proximity(pi, pj) = ‖li − lj‖ − (si + sj) (3)
2. Similarity: the similarity principle (see Fig. 4(b))

states that elements within an assortment of
objects are usually perceptually grouped together
if they are similar to each other in terms of some
qualities, such as shape, size, color, orientation,
and so on. We measure the similarity of a patch
pi as

ds(pi, pj) =
{

si/sj , if si � sj

sj/si, otherwise
(4)

dd(pi, pj) =
di · dj

|di||dj | (5)

Similarity(pi) =ωdrecσ(
⋃

j∈N(pi)

dd(pi, pj))

+ ωsizeσ(
⋃

j∈N(pi)

ds(pi, pj)) (6)

Fig. 4 Gestalt principles. (a) Proximity. (b) Similarity. (c) Closure.
(d) Regularity.

3. Closure: the closure principle (see Fig. 4(c)) states
that when objects are incomplete, an individual
usually perceives them as being a whole. We
measure the closure of the ith patch pi as

Closure(pi) =
di · dj

|di||dj |‖li − lj‖ (7)

4. Regularity: the regularity principle (see Fig. 4(d))
states that objects regularly spaced tend to be
grouped. We measure the regularity of the ith
patch pi as follows:

Regularity(pi) = σ(
⋃

j∈N(pi)

Proximity(pi, pj))

(8)
Using the above Gestalt principles, we obtain

a series of patch sets by adjusting the lightness
threshold and choose the most visually pleasing and
orderly result by minimizing the following energy:

E = min
p

1
N

N∑

i=1
(ωsSimilarity(pi)

+ ωcClosure(pi) + ωrRegularity(pi)) (9)
where ωs, ωc, ωr are the weights for similarity, closure,
and regularity respectively, whose sum is equal to one,
and N is the number of patches in set P . To verify
the effectiveness of the energy function, we generated
a series of visually different patch sets and calculated
their energy values, as shown in Fig. 5. It is easy to
see that the layouts with smaller energy values are
more orderly and visually pleasing.

3.6 Semantic-color mapping
In this step, we need to find a mapping between
pictures and patches. Previous works usually choose
input pictures to fit the given canvas based on
the color of the pictures rather than semantics.
We argue that more important pictures should be
emphasized by assigning them more space to give a
more informative collage. Thus, we apply a novel
semantic-color similarity metric to evaluate each
picture and choose the most similar picture for each
patch. Specifically, a tradeoff exists between the
high-level semantics and low-level color features. For
high-level semantic features, we would like to choose
pictures closely thematically related to the canvas
image, whereas, for low-level color features, we prefer
to choose pictures with higher color similarity to the
corresponding patch. Therefore, our semantic-color
similarity metric is defined as follows:
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Fig. 5 Different patch sets and their energies.

Ematch(Pi, Ij) = ωsemDEJ(W (Pi), M(Ij))
+ ωcolDINT(H(Pi), H(Ij)) (10)

where ωsem and ωcol are weights. DEJ and DINT

measure the semantic and color similarity between
the ith patch Pi and the jth picture Ij , respectively,
calculated as detailed below.
3.6.1 Semantic similarity
If the picture element’s semantics conform to the
theme of the canvas, a more informative and
visual appealing collage can be synthesized. To
achieve this goal, we use the pictures collected by
Patterson et al. [22] as our basic picture set; it
has 14,340 pictures. In addition, each picture has
102 discriminative attributes, which constitute the
probability distribution vector W of the picture.
For example, “Trees 1.0”, “glass 0.8”, and “flowers
0.8” indicate that the picture contains grass, trees,
and flowers with 100%, 80%, and 80% probability
respectively. Also, we manually assign the canvas
image a vector of the same dimension M . Finally,
we use Jaccard distance to measure the semantic
similarity between the canvas image and the picture
element.

DEJ(W, M) =
W · M

‖W‖2 + ‖M‖2 − W · M
(11)

Note that we directly use the above result to measure
the semantic similarity between the patch and the
picture, instead of calculating a separate value for
each patch.
3.6.2 Color similarity
We measure the color similarity using color statistics
from the HSV color histogram. From our
experimental experience, we set the hue, saturation
and value channels to contain 8, 16, and 4 bins,
respectively. Let H1 and H2 denote the HSV
histograms of a patch and a picture. We compute
their histogram intersection distance using:

DINT(H1, H2) =
∑

i

min(H1(i), H2(i)) (12)

where H(i) denotes the proportion of pixels that
fall into the ith bin and DINT represents the color
similarity.

As mentioned above, we hope for large patches to
be assigned a more thematically related picture, as
patch size is determined by the salience of its location.
For small-sized patches, we prefer to fit pictures with
higher color similarity, which can better preserve the
visual features of the canvas. Thus, we use the patch’s
size to determine the relative weights for semantics
and color:

ωsem(s) = λs/sizemax (13)

ωcol(s) = 1 − ωsem(s) (14)
where s is the current patch size, sizemax is the default
or user-set maximum size, and λ is the tradeoff
coefficient.

4 Results and evaluation
4.1 Approach
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of
our method according to three criteria:
1. Image salience: whether larger pictures are placed

at more salient positions, and vice versa.
2. Semantic-color similarity metric: whether picture

elements and the canvas are thematically related
and whether picture element colors conform to the
color of their locations.

3. Gestalt principles: whether the use of Gestalt
principles contributes to a more visually pleasing
and orderly layout.

In addition, we also compare our method with Shape
Collage [23] and Arcimboldo-like collage [13], to assess
the overall visual effects of our generated collages.

4.2 Criteria evaluation
First, we generated a group of collages using a “dog”
image as the canvas to validate whether the saliency
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map is useful (see Fig. 6). The salient areas are
mainly located on the back, face, and mouth of the
dog. Figure 6(d) is a close-up of the region in the
red rectangle in Fig. 6(c), containing both salient and
non-salient areas. In Fig. 6(d), we can see that we
successfully place some big patches in the salient area
(blue oval), and some small patches in the non-salient
area (red rectangle). Through this strategy, we can
preserve the thematic and visual characteristics of
the canvas to the maximum extent.

Second, we generated three results with different
considerations of semantics and color to validate
the semantic-color similarity metric (see Fig. 7).
Specifically, we used “flowers” as the semantic
attribute to search for suitable pictures from the
picture database. Figure 7(a) shows the canvas
image, a beautiful flower. Figure 7(b) is the result
considering both semantics and color, where ωsem =
ωcol = 0.5. Figure 7(c) is the result only considering
semantics; ωsem = 1. Figure 7(d) is the result
only considering color; ωcol = 1. The constituent
elements of Fig. 7(c) are all flower-related pictures.
However, some pictures’ color mismatch the color of
the canvas. Figure 7(d) has a strong color similarity
between the elements and the canvas, but its images
are not semantically relevant enough. Figure 7(b)
combines the good aspects of both, and shows strong
semantic and color similarity, demonstrating the

Fig. 6 Collage with theme “dog”: (a) source image; (b) saliency
map; (c) generated collage; (d) detail within red rectangle.

effectiveness of our semantic-color similarity metric.
With this metric, the generated collage achieves a
tradeoff between retaining the semantic and visual
characteristics of the canvas.

Third, we generated two patch sets with and
without Gestalt principles to validate the effectiveness
of the Gestalt principles. Figure 8(a) shows the
direction of streamlines. Figures 8(b) and 8(c)
show results generated with and without Gestalt
principles, respectively. Figure 8(c) clearly shows
two problems: (i) patch size in some areas varies
significantly (red oval), and (ii) the patch layout in
some areas is disorganised (blue oval). The Gestalt
principle overcomes these problems efficiently. The
patch set in Fig. 8(b) looks more orderly and visually
pleasing and validates the effectiveness of the Gestalt
principles.

Through the above experiments, our system is
shown to effectively consider image salience, the
semantic-color metric, and Gestalt principles. The
saliency map and the semantic-color metric give
users a better understanding of the theme and visual
characteristics of the canvas image. Meanwhile, the
use of Gestalt principles contributes to a more visually
pleasing layout and furthermore achieves a collage
more consistent with human visual perception.

Fig. 7 Semantic-color similarity. (a) Source image. (b) Result
generated considering both semantics and color. (c) Result only
considering semantics. (d) Result only considering color.
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Fig. 8 Use of Gestalt principles. (a) Vector field. Red arrows:
direction of the vector field. Blue circles: heat source points. (b)
Result generated with Gestalt principles. (c) Result generated without
Gestalt principles.

4.3 Comparisons
To verify the overall visual effectiveness of the results,
we compared different collages generated by three
methods, Shape Collage [23], Arcimboldo-like collage
[13], and our method (see Figs. 10 and 11). We
also conducted a user study in the form of an online
questionnaire to quantitatively evaluate these collages.
Because of the differences in these three styles, we
only asked users to compare the overall visual effect.
We asked twenty participants, eleven female and nine
male students with an average age of 22, to score the
results of different methods. Each participant graded
the pictures on a scale from zero (poor) to seven
(excellent), for their opinion on the overall visual
effect of the results. Average scores are presented in
Fig. 9.

First, we compared our system with Shape Collage
[23], popular collage software worldwide. It can create
collages with good visual effects in a few seconds
and supports arbitrary shapes. More importantly,
its results are of a similar kind to ours, as we both
arrange the elements in a discrete way.

As shown in Fig. 10, Shape Collage preserves the
shape of the canvas well. However, it does not

Fig. 9 Average scores of the results of the three methods in the user
study.

consider the semantic-color similarity as we do, which
causes a disorganized collage layout. On the contrary,
our method preserves both the visual and shape
features of the canvas well. Besides, it retains more
image details than Shape Collage, such as the face
of the Mona Lisa, because it can adaptively adjust
picture element size based on regions’ areas. In the
user study, our method obtains generally higher scores
than Shape Collage. Also, we applied ANOVA to
the collected data and got (Pmonalisa = Pzen = 0.0),
showing that there are significant differences between
the two groups of scores. This comparison shows
that our method achieves a better overall visual effect
than Shape Collage.

Second, we also compare our method with
Arcimboldo-like collage [13]. By filtering large
numbers of Internet images, Arcimboldo-like collage
combines multiple thematically-related image cutouts
to represent the input canvas image. The selected
cutouts are purposefully arranged so that the
whole assembly represents the input image in both
shape and color, while individual cutouts still are
recognizable as themselves. Arcimboldo-like collage
arranges elements in a continuous way, while our
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Fig. 10 Comparison with Shape Collage. Left to right: (a) source image, (b) results of Shape Collage, (c) results of our method.

method adopts a discrete approach, streamline-based
arrangement, to lay out the pictures. Therefore, for
comparison, we use the original pixels of the canvas
to fill the non-laid-out areas, i.e., the gaps between
the patches (Fig. 11(c)).

Figure 11 shows a comparison between Arcimboldo-
like collage [13] and our method. In Fig. 11(b),
multiple meaningful and thematically-related cutouts
constitute the visual representation of the source
images (Fig. 11(a)), such as a “vegetable” elephant, a
“fruit” panda, and a “music” transformer. Our method
(see Fig. 11(c)) considers more the semantic and color
relevance between the canvas and the elements. Also,
we use much smaller elements to visually represent
the source images. Furthermore, our method applies
two further visual perception factors, a saliency map
and Gestalt principles, to guide the layout of the
elements. The former is used to retain the thematic
features of the canvas, and the latter contributes to
a more visually pleasing and orderly layout. From
the detailed views of Fig. 11(c), we can see that

some large thematically-related pictures are placed
in the salient regions (blue rectangle). Note that
though some other regions are also salient, such as
the tip of the trunk and edges of the elephant, they
are too small to place large-sized pictures without
damaging the shape of the canvas. Figure 9(b) gives
the scores of these two methods in the user study.
Relative scores vary for the three pictures and two
methods. The p values obtained from ANOVA are
(Pelephant = 0.00, Ppanda = 0.86, Ptransformer = 0.23).
We can thus conclude that these two methods achieve
a similar evaluation overall.

4.4 Runtime
Our system is implemented on a PC with a 3.2
GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. The time required
for computation depends on vector field generation,
layout optimization, and user interaction. If the time
consumed in user interaction is ignored, it takes about
30 min to generate a result. More results are shown
in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11 Comparison with Arcimboldo-like collage. Left to right: (a) source image, (b) results of Arcimboldo-like collage, (c) results of our
system. Detailed views of salient areas of the elephant and panda images are shown on the far right.

Fig. 12 More results.
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4.5 Limitations
Our system still has a few limitations. First, it only
provides a limited number of types of vector fields.
If the canvas image contains many irregular regions,
the vector fields generated from these regions may be
unexpected, and even against user intent. Second, it
is time consuming to generate a collage, particular
because of the the process of finding patches and
searching for suitable pictures. To address this
issue, one potential solution is to use the GPU to
speed up the algorithm. Third, our system may
produce results with unsatisfactory visual effects,
when there are no suitable pictures to satisfy both the
semantic and visual features of the canvas. Extending
our image database to cover more image themes
could help to generate visual pleasing collages in
future.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel visual
perception driven method for creating collages. Given
a canvas image and a set of pictures, we first compute
a saliency map for the canvas. We then segment the
canvas into several regions and calculate a vector field
for each. Second, along the vector fields, we search for
several patch sets using a divide-and-conquer strategy,
using a saliency map to determine patch size. Third,
we use a Gestalt-based energy function to achieve
the most visually pleasing and orderly layout. Lastly,
using a semantic-color metric, we map the pictures
to the patches to get the final collage. The collages
generated by our method can not only achieve a
visual simulation of the canvas, but also enhance the
semantic theme of the canvas. More importantly, this
method is the first to introduce Gestalt principles
into the creation of collages, making the generated
results more consistent with human visual perception.
We believe that this method is a great demonstration
of the combination of cognitive psychology and art
computing.
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